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Simply, quickly and reliably recover 
your IT Infrastructure—anytime, 
anywhere.
Recent enhancements to the award-winning Recovery-
Series physical appliances and Unitrends Enterprise 
Backup virtual appliances to include:

Long-term Archiving
To disk, tape, and the cloud, Unitrends provides several methods to transfer data offsite for long 
term storage. Rotational and fixed archiving of tertiary backups is built-in and works alone and with 
replication. Parallel archiving enables multiple archive jobs to execute concurrently, increasing 
performance by 50-200%. And CloudHook provides a hassle-free approach that requires no 
additional equipment by seamlessly archiving backups to the cloud. Choose from Amazon S3, 
Google Cloud Storage and Rackspace Cloud Files, with more coming soon. 

Group Management 
Simplify control and management of virtual and physical machines. Easily create logical groups 
for fast navigation, simplified backup schedule assignment and self-service management. 

Improved application performance (Exchange and SQL)
Significantly reduce backup windows, retention and replication bandwidth using the new 
Exchange incremental backup schedule with automatic log truncation.  Additionally, you can 
speed up recovery of multiple Microsoft SQL Server databases through a single, easy to use 
setup process.

New Compliance and Service Provider Reports
In seconds, you can see how everything in your environment is protected for compliance purposes 
with the new Data Protection Policy Report. Additionally, providers and enterprises can easily 
track and enforce chargeback policies using the new Storage Footprint Report. 

Performance Enhancements

•	 Like things locked down?  Get up to 200% faster encrypted backup and replication with 
hardware-assisted encryption (requires appliance based on CentOS 6). 

•	 Want a vendor dedicated to shrinking RPOs?  Improve backup and replication windows by 
25-50% through enhanced space management and bandwidth optimizations. 

•	 Need to manage and report faster in your large VMware environment? VMWare inventory 
scan performance has been improved by 10 times for large environments. Inventory scan 
performance is critical for to any growing VMware environment with multiple vCenters, 
hundreds of ESXi hosts and thousands of VMs.
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“The Unitrends 
solution has been an 
absolute life saver.”
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Try Unitrends FREE. Download the trial at:  
www.unitrends.com/products/software/download

Current customers: Whenever Unitrends releases a new software update, you’ll receive an 
email with installation instructions when your system is ready to upgrade. 

VMware Certified Application Recovery (V-CAR)
New integration between Unitrends physical and virtual appliances and ReliableDR lets you 
certify the recovery of applications within your vSphere backups. With the optional V-CAR 
feature add-on, ReliableDR orchestrates instant recovery on Unitrends appliances and allows 
for pushbutton failover when you need to recover applications, locally or across data centers. 
Industry leading DR governance, orchestration and automation is now enabled for Unitrends 
appliances to give you predictable application recovery plans.

Unitrends Bridge™
Transformation of physical Windows systems into virtual machines with this one-click physi-
cal to virtual (P2V) feature. Enables instant recovery and considerably drives down recovery 
time objectives (RTOs) for physical as well as virtual backups.

100% RTO advancement
Eliminating the need to restore bare metal and then file-based backup significantly reduces 
RTO for physical windows recovery. In addition, Unitrends has new physical and virtual 
GOS-level UEB Windows Instant Recovery (WIR) capabilities. The company remains the only 
industry vendor offering both GOS- and HOS-level instant recovery.

Cisco UCS (Unified Computing System) Bare Metal Backup—certified by Cisco
Drastically reduce the time it takes to recover Cisco UCS by upwards of 10 hours. Unitrends 
Enterprise Backup not only protects the physical and virtual machines running on the 
platform, but the configuration information as well.

50% to 200% acceleration in archiving
Expanding unmatched D2D2x archiving capabilities, Unitrends introduces  a parallel con-
figuration that enables multiple jobs to execute concurrently.

Industry-leading support of a wide range of data center assets
Our commitment to supporting your unique mix of assets continues with Oracle 12c support 
and enhanced Linux distribution support.

About Unitrends

Unitrends provides physical, virtual and cloud-based protection and recovery for every 
organization’s most valuable assets: its data and applications. Supported by a “crazy-
committed” customer service model based on engagement, experience and excellence, the 
company consistently achieves a 98 percent customer satisfaction rating and helps everyone 
play IT safe by delivering the best cost-to-value ratio available anywhere.
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